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A novel method to evaluate the trajectory dynamics of low-thrust spacecraft is developed. The thrust vector
components are represented as Fourier series in eccentric anomaly, and Gauss’s variational equations are averaged
over one orbit to define a set of secular equations. These secular equations are a function of only 14 of the thrust
Fourier coefficients, regardless of the order of the original Fourier series, and are sufficient to accurately determine a
low-thrust spiral trajectory with significantly reduced computational requirements as compared with integration of
the full Newtonian problem. This method has applications to low-thrust spacecraft targeting and optimal control
problems.
I. Introduction
L OW-THRUST propulsion systems offer an efficient optionfor many interplanetary and Earth-orbit missions. However,
optimal control of these systems can pose a difficult design
challenge. Analytical or approximate solutions exist for several
special cases of optimal low-thrust orbit-transfer problems, but
the general continuous-thrust problem requires full numerical
integration of each initial condition and thrust profile. The trajectory
is highly sensitive to these variables; thus, the optimal control law
over tens or hundreds of orbits of a spiral trajectory is often difficult to
determine.
Analytical solutions have been developed for many special-case
transfers, such as the logarithmic spiral [1–3], Forbes’s spiral [1],
the exponential sinusoid [4,5], the case of constant radial or
circumferential thrust [6–8], Markopoulos’s Keplerian thrust
programs [9], Lawden’s spiral [10], and Bishop and Azimov’s
spiral [11].More recent solutions have used the calculus of variations
[12] or direct optimization methods [13] to determine optimal
low-thrust control laws within certain constraints. Several methods
for open-loopminimum-time transfers [14–16] and optimal transfers
using Lyapunov feedback control [17,18] also exist. Averaging
methods in combination with other approaches have proven to be
effective at overcoming sensitivities to small variations in the initial
orbit and thrust profile [19–22], yet all solutions remain limited to
certain regions of the thrust and orbital parameter space.
The focus of this study is a novel method to evaluate the effect of
low-thrust propulsion on spacecraft orbit dynamics with minimal
constraints. We represent each component of the thrust acceleration
as a Fourier series in eccentric anomaly and then average Gauss’s
variational equations over one orbit to define a set of secular equa-
tions. The equations are a function of only 14 of the thrust Fourier
coefficients, regardless of the order of the original Fourier series;
thus, the full continuous control is reduced to a set of 14 parameters.
With the addition of a small correction term to eliminate offsets of
the averaged trajectory due to initial conditions, the averaged secular
equations are sufficient to determine a low-thrust trajectory with a
high degree of accuracy. This is verified by comparison of the
averaged trajectory dynamics with the fully integrated Newtonian
equations of motion for a basic step-acceleration function and a
randomly generated continuous-acceleration function.
The method has certain limits of applicability. First, the thrust
acceleration must be able to be represented by a Fourier series, as
is true for almost any physical system. The acceleration must be
periodic (not necessarily with a period of one orbit) with sufficiently
low magnitude that the orbit shape does not change significantly
from start to finish. The orbit may closely approach zero eccentricity,
but the current method cannot tolerate exactly circular orbits.
The focus of the current paper is to introduce thismethodology and
present numerical justification of the result in some limited settings.
Subsequent work will demonstrate the use of these secular equations
in solving orbit-transfer problems for low-thrust spacecraft and will
study the results for near-circular orbits.
II. Variational Equations
Weconsider a spacecraft of negligiblemass in orbit about a central
body, which is assumed to be a point mass. The spacecraft is subject
to a continuous thrust acceleration of potentially varying magnitude
and direction. The spacecraft trajectory can be described by the





where r is the position vector, v is the velocity vector, and  is the
standard gravitational parameter of the central body. The thrust-
acceleration vector F can be resolved along the radial, normal, and
circumferential directions:
F  FRr̂ FWŵ FSŵ  r̂ (3)
where r̂ r=jrj and ŵ r  v=jr  vj. The Newtonian
equations can be decomposed into the Lagrange planetary equations,
which describe the time rate of change of the classical orbit elements
of a body subject to the FR, FW , and FS perturbations. The Gaussian
form of the Lagrange planetary equations is presented next [23]:
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wherea is the semimajor axis, e is the eccentricity, i is the inclination,
 is the longitude of the ascending node, ! is the argument
of periapsis,  is the true anomaly, E is the eccentric anomaly, and
1 
R
ndt l is the mean longitude. The mean anomaly is the
difference of the mean longitude and the longitude of periapsis:
M
Z
ndt 1   ! (10)
In the modeling and simulation of low-thrust spacecraft orbits,
both the Newtonian equations and the Gauss equations provide
identical results. The Gauss equations are often preferred for clear
visualization of the orbit over time.
III. Fourier Series Expansion of Control Law
According to Fourier’s theorem, any piecewise-smooth function
f with a finite number of jump discontinuities on the interval
0; L can be represented by a Fourier series that converges to the
















When jump discontinuities exist, the Fourier series converges to the
average of the two limits. For an interval of interest Lm, the
































Nearly all physical systems meet the conditions of piecewise
smoothness and jump discontinuities; thus, this representation can be
applied to almost any general low-thrust spacecraft control law.
Given an arbitrary acceleration vector F, each component can be
represented as a Fourier series over an arbitrary time interval. The
Fourier series can be expanded in time or in a time-varying orbital
parameter, such as true anomaly, eccentric anomaly, or mean














































The acceleration function is thus defined by the coefficients D;k and
D;k , where the superscripts D and  indicate the acceleration
direction and the expansion variable, respectively.
IV. Averaged Variational Equations
We begin our first-order averaging analysis by assuming an
acceleration vector that is to be specified over one orbit period
(L 2) with a sufficiently lowmagnitude that the size and shape of
the orbit does not change significantly over one revolution.
Therefore, wemay average theGauss equations over one orbit period








where œ represents any orbit element. Our 2 periodic-orbit



































At this point, the choice of orbital parameter for the thrust-
acceleration vector components’ Fourier series expansion becomes
significant. If the acceleration components are expanded as Fourier
series in true anomaly and the independent parameter for the
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averaging is likewise shifted to true anomaly, the resulting secular
equations become quite lengthy and complex. For example, the
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R;k cos k R;k sin k

ae sin 




S;k cos k S;k sin k

a
1 e cos 

d (25)
Note that the denominator 1 e cos k can be expanded as a cosine
series in its own right:
1
1 e cos k 
X1
i0
bki e cos i (26)
Thus, in the true anomaly expansion, each averaged equation
contains integrals of products of the sine and cosine series. Resolved
into secular equations, each equation will contain the full Fourier
series for each relevant acceleration direction. Even more
complicated results are found if the expansion and averaging are
carried out in mean anomaly.
However, if the acceleration vector components are expanded
as Fourier series in eccentric anomaly and the averaging is
carried out with eccentric anomaly as the independent param-
eter, the problematic denominators are eliminated, as dM






1  e cosE _œdE (27)
Applying this, the averaged Gauss equations with respect to
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Substituting the Fourier series for the thrust vector components



















0 n ≠ m; n 0; or m 0
L
2
nm ≠ 0 (35)
This orthogonality eliminates all but the zeroth-, first-, and/or
second-order coefficients of each thrust-acceleration Fourier series.
Thus, the average rates of change of the orbital elements a, e, i,,!,


























W;E2 , regardless of the order of the original thrust Fourier series.
Henceforth, we will drop the superscript E, as all thrust-acceleration
























































































































































The assumption of a thrust-acceleration vector specified over only
one orbit period is not strictly necessary; the same averaging method
can be used with acceleration functions specified over arbitrary
lengths, simply by substitutingEqs. (12–17) and averaging theGauss
equations over the full interval. An example of this is presented in
Sec. V. In general, when Lm, the zeroth, (m=2)th, and mth
coefficients will remain, with fractional indices required in the
original Fourier series when m is not an even integer. However, the
averaging assumption may become less valid for aperiodic control
laws of long duration, for which the orbit changes significantly from
start to finish.
Equations (36–41) contain singularities in the case of zero
eccentricity or inclination, due to singularities in the Gauss
equations. To avoid numerical difficulties when evaluating
trajectories that closely approach circular or equatorial orbits, we
substitute the variables
h1  e sin ! (42)
k1  e cos ! (43)
h2  sin i sin (44)
k2  sin i cos (45)
The averaged differential equations for the new variables can
be derived using the preceding approach. These substitutions are
effective for near-zero eccentricity and inclination; however, we find
inaccuracies when integrating trajectories that pass through exactly
circular orbits, indicating that our averaging analysis must be re-
considered for this case. A deeper analysis of these singularities will
be carried out in the future.
V. Agreement with Newtonian Equations
In the following, we present several examples to indicate the
veracity of our analytical result. These simulations and comparisons
are to provide additional insight into this result. Additional numerical
verifications of these results were made but are not reported here.
To verify the averaged secular equations, we first consider a simple
control law: a step-acceleration function in the circumferential
direction only, with two burns and coast arcs, as shown in Fig. 1.

































k 2; 6; 10; . . .
0 otherwise
(49)
Figure 2 compares this Fourier series, numerically evaluated up to
order 1000, to the series of only the five terms that appear in the
averaged secular equations. Clearly, there is considerable variation
between these two representations of the periodic step-acceleration
control law. (All dimensions herein are normalized to a standard
gravitational parameter  1; thus, figure units are not stated.)
Figure 3 describes the osculating orbital elements of an example





1 , and 
S
2 were integrated using a Runge–Kutta method to
estimate the trajectory over 10 orbits. For comparison, the
Newtonian equations (1) and (2) were also integrated using the
Fourier series up to order 1000. The two methods determined very
similar orbital trajectories.
Fig. 1 Step circumferential acceleration.
Fig. 2 Fourier series for step circumferential acceleration.
Fig. 3 Osculating orbital elements of spacecraft subject to step
circumferential acceleration.
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Another case of interest is acceleration with constant magnitude
but varying direction, as on a spacecraft with one gimbaled thruster.
As a simple example of this case, we consider an acceleration that
oscillates sinusoidally between the radial and circumferential
directions, as shown in Fig. 4. The Fourier series for the components
of this acceleration vector are immediate: R1  1, S0  1, and
S1 1, and all other coefficients are zero.
Figure 5 shows the trajectory resulting from this acceleration,
as determined by both the Newtonian equations and the averaged
secular equations. Again, there is close agreement between the two
methods.
Next, we consider a more complex control law. Figures 6–8
describe the trajectory of an example system for which the thrust-
acceleration Fourier coefficients were randomly selected up to
order 10 within the range of 2:5e  7 to 2:5e  7. Figure 6
compares the time histories of the osculating orbital elements as
determined by both methods. We note that there is precise agree-
ment between the Newtonian equations and the averaged secular
equations for the first several orbits. In the later orbits, there is some
drift, most noticeable in mean anomaly and argument of periapsis,
due to higher-order effects not captured in the averaging process and
to mismatch between the average initial conditions and the secular
initial conditions. Correction of this drift will be addressed in Sec.VI.
Figure 7 compares one component of this acceleration vector over
three orbits with the first five terms of its Fourier series expansion
(i.e., the terms that appear in the secular equations).
Figure 8 shows the eccentric anomaly over the 15-orbit time
span. Note that the eccentric anomaly shifts slightly as the nominal
orbit evolves. This implies that the original control law has a
changing time variation as the orbit evolves, even though the coeffi-
cients may stay constant.
Figures 9 and 10 show an example of the same method applied
to a control law with a period longer than 2. In this example, the
acceleration function is defined on the interval (0, 6), with
randomly selected Fourier coefficients in the range of 2:5e  7
to 2:5e  7 and dimensions normalized to 1. The 14 coefficients























3 , and 
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6 . Figure 9 shows
the osculating orbital elements over 20 orbits. Figure 10 shows the
normal component of the acceleration vector and the first five terms
of its Fourier series over the first nine orbits or the first three cycles of
the periodic acceleration.
Fig. 4 Constant-magnitude acceleration.
Fig. 5 Osculating orbital elements of spacecraft subject to constant-
magnitude acceleration.
Fig. 6 Randomly generated acceleration.
Fig. 7 Normal component of the acceleration vector.
Fig. 8 Eccentric anomaly vs time.
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VI. Offset Correction
Average trajectories calculated using Eqs. (36–41) show the
correct trends in the evolution of the osculating orbital elements
and are good approximations of the true trajectories. However, they
may be offset from the true averages and may diverge from true
trajectories over many orbits. This may be partially due to higher-
order effects not captured in the averagingmethod, but it may also be
due to nontrivial periodic components, which can shift the mean
value of the state from the initial condition. This initial condition off-
set can be corrected by the addition of an averaged periodic term to
the initial conditions of the secular equation for each orbital element.
At any time t, the true value of any orbital element can be
expressed as the sum of a secular term and a periodic term. The
periodic term repeats itself over each orbit:
œt  œ0  _œt œpt (50)





where T represents the period, x represents a vector of the six orbital
elements, and _œ fx represents Eqs. (36–41).
The time derivative of Eq. (50) provides a differential equation for
the periodic term:
_œ p  fx; t  fx (52)
We substitute the nominal initial condition x0 for the true orbital
element vector, knowing that the corrections are of higher order, and
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For compatibilitywith the formof the precedingGauss equations, the






















is the mean motion. Note that =n T=2. This
expression for œp can be substituted into Eq. (51) to determine the














1  e cosE0fx0; E0dE0

 1  e cosEdE (56)
To correct the initial conditions for the averaged secular equations,
Eq. (55) is substituted into Eq. (50) at t 0. The averaged secular
equations, thus initialized, yield a more accurate average of the true
periodic trajectory:











1  e cosE0fx; E0dE0

 1  e cosEdE  T
2
fx (57)
To calculate a value for the averaged periodic correction term, we
substitute the Fourier series in eccentric anomaly for the acceleration
component terms in the Gauss equations. To avoid infinite series in
the solution, we include only the 14 terms of the Fourier series for
which the coefficients appear in the averaged secular equations, as
they have been shown to have the most significant effect on the
trajectory dynamics. Assuming zero-eccentric-anomaly initial












































































Fig. 9 Randomly generated acceleration with period 6.
Fig. 10 Normal component of the 6 periodic acceleration vector over
nine orbits.

















































































































































































































































































Figure 6 shows the effect of these corrections on the system
with randomly selected Fourier coefficients. The corrected initial
conditions shift the estimated average trajectory to more accurately
reflect the true average trajectory. They also can reduce the diver-
gence between the true and average trajectories, most noticeably
in the plot of mean anomaly. Some drift remains, however, due to
higher-order effects. This can be seen in the argument of periapsis:
the corrected trajectory closely approximates the true average
trajectory over the first few orbits, but diverges as higher-order
effects accumulate over several orbits.
VII. Conclusions
A novel method to efficiently evaluate the trajectory dynamics
resulting from low-thrust propulsion was developed. The thrust-
acceleration vector components were represented as Fourier series
in eccentric anomaly, then Gauss’s variational equations were
averaged over one orbit and simplified by the orthogonality condi-
tions. The resulting secular equations were a function of 14 of the
thrust Fourier coefficients, regardless of the order of the original
Fourier series. Thus, a general thrust profile was reduced to a set of
only 14 parameters.
The averaged variational equations in the 14 coefficients were
shown to accurately determine spiral trajectories resulting from con-
tinuous or discontinuous low-thrust propulsion over many orbits, as
comparedwith numerical integration of the fullNewtonian equations
of motion. Offsets of the averaged trajectory due to initial conditions
were corrected by addition of an averaged periodic term.
Unlike many special-case solutions, this analytical method is not
limited to constant-magnitude or constant-direction thrust. Appli-
cations of this method include low-thrust spacecraft targeting and
optimal control problems, which could be solved efficiently using
the averaged secular equations.
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